Specialization of symbolic parameter values and initial conditions to random integers Specialization of input/perturbation signals to truncated random integer coefficient power series Computations of truncated power series representations of the solution to the sensitivity differential equations of the system Exact rank computations of a observability/identifiability matrix All computations are done modulus a large prime, which returns correct analysis with very high probability. 
The method (Sedoglavic 2002) works by

Output Derivatives
Higher-order derivatives of the output w.r.t. time can be obtained by repeated use of the chain rule and replacing using the system dynamics (a.k.a. extended Lie-derivative along ) This is true for any point in time and in particular t=0. y(t), u(t) known LHS known RHS fcn of x(0) and (u (i) (0) is a known quantity) It can be shown that are agebraically dependent, i.e., could be written as solutions to algebraic equations with coefficients made up of expressions in lower order derivatives.
Observation: the elements of the Jacobian matrix equals the coefficients of the formal Taylor series expansion around t=0 of the output sensitivity derivatives (wrt initial conditions and parameters)
Idea: compute the power series of y(t) and its sensitivity derivatives directly from a random specialization of initial conditions, parameter values, and input function.
This can be done very computationaly efficiently utilizing random integers, truncated integer coefficient power series, and modular arithmetics.
Mats Jirstrand
The Sensitivity Equations
Random integer specialization:
The system Σ * can be solved iteratively generating truncated power series solutions of desired order. Insertion into the output sensitivity expressions gives truncated power series performs an identifiability analysis of a system defined by the system of ordinary differential equations eqns with output given by expr in the variables x i , parameters θ i , independent variable t, and input u.
IdentifiabilityAnalysis returns an IdentifiabilityAnalysisData object The system eqns must be written as a system of first order differential equations including initial conditions. The system needs to be rational. Initial conditions may be numbers or expressions containing parameters. For autonomous systems the last argument denoting the input can be dropped. For multi-output systems expr is replaced by a list of expressions {expr 1 , expr 2 , ...}. For multi-input systems u is replaced by a list of input symbols {u 1 , u 2 , ...}.
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IdentifiabilityAnalysis -Syntax
IdentifiabilityAnalysisData[...]
represents identifiability analysis data generated by IdentifiabilityAnalysis.
An IdentifiabilityAnalysisData object, iad, can be used to retrieve additional analysis results and reports through iad ["property"] .
A list of available properties is given by iad ["Properties"] . Available properties are:
"IdentifiableQ" True if the system is identifiable and False otherwise "NonIdentifiableParameters" list of non-identifiable parameters "DegreesOfFreedom" number of non-identifiable parameters, which should be assumed to be known to obtain an identifiable system Mats Jirstrand
IdentifiabilityAnalysis -A Mathematica Package
Load the package 
